I have always respected Alex Jones for the great sacrifices he has
made over the years in the cause of freedom, justice and truth.
However, I cannot remain silent after hearing him interview
Jerome Corsi yesterday and Congressman Walter Jones today.
What I heard from Dr. Corsi yesterday is that Obama is the one
responsible for inflicting the ISIS terrorist army upon the people of
the Middle East. Yes, Obama is guilty of this treason, of course, but
he is a puppet of the diabolical ruling elite. Just who are these
shadowy rulers. Research reveals the identities of some of them:
Rahm Emmanuel, high ranking Israeli Mossad official
Benyamin Netanyahu, prime minister of Israel,
George Soros,
the Rockefellers
the Rothschilds
the British Crown
the Dutch Crown
Spanish royalty
The following partial list of culprits is in a publication by
Tony Cartlucci:
Kenneth Adelman, Frank Gaffney, Frank Carlucci,
Robert Kagan, Richard Perle, Daniel Pipes, Francis Fukuyama,
Lewis Libby, Vin Weber, Donald Rumsfeld, Paul Wolfowitz,
Steve Forbes, Jeb Bush, Elliot Abrams, Dick Cheney,
Dan Quayle, Richard Armitage, John Bolton, Robert Zoellick,
Zalmay Khalilzad, William Kristol, Paula Dobriansky,
Max M. Kampelman, Will Marshall, Leonard Sussman,
Ellen Bork, and Elliot Abrams.
Yes, certainly the elite rulers of Saudi Arabia are major players
in the coups being executed against numerous Middle East
nations. However, Jerome Corsi names only Obama, the puppet,
the programmed robot. It is clear to me that Jerome Corsi is
aiding the globalist nuclear war arsonists. Dr. Corsi is aiding
them knowingly or unknowingly. I cannot imagine that he could
be so ignorant as to blame only Obama (on the Alex Jones Show)
for this globalist military assault upon the sovereignty of numerous
Middle Eastern nations -- an assault which he and Alex Jones surely
know is ultimately aimed at the sovereignty of all the First World
nations, as well.
Please listen to Alex Jones's third hour with Jersome Corsi, Tuesday,
January 21st. You'll hear what I'm criticizing. Alex takes a feeble
poke at the prime culprits, saying that he does not like some of
the things that Israel does. Well, it is not the people of Israel who
want nuclear war. It is their diabolical rulers! And it is not merely
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"some of the things they do," Alex. It is their intensive assault upon
all the World by them, under their proclaimed Illuminati'd god, Satan,
who is now directing them to inflict
"Wo unto the inhabitors of the earth and the sea, for he knows that
he has but a short time."
These Alex Jones interviews certainly do deserve to be criticized,
because, folks, the World is likely to suffer nuclear conflagration:
Tel Aviv,
Paris,
London,
New York,
Los Angeles,
Houston, etc.
This globalist-plotted nuclear war in the Middle East, with Netanyahu,
his Mossad, and our de facto CIA Government hiding behind the
curtain of secrecy on the World stage, thrusting ISIS spears into
the surrounding Arab nations, is likely to explode worldwide, because
the Zionazis, the neo-con "crazies," as Colin Powell called them, are
intent upon going nuclear. If you take a couple of weeks to study my
evidence, below, you will understand why they have no fear of nuking
the World -- because they can see, with their N.A.S.A. space
telescopes, that Earthwide catastrophe is approaching via hordes of
comets, which are even now provoking gravitational, electromagnetic
and solar excitations upon Planet Earth. Gov. Jesse Ventura has
documented, on TruTv, that, for decades, these global ruling elite have
been building trillion-dollar underground cities in which to descend
when the intensity of these incoming celestial excitations becomes
perilous.
So, indeed, the diabolical global ruling elite [not just Saudi Arabia,
Alex Jones; not just Obama the puppet, Jerome Corsi] . . . indeed,
the global ruling elite want nuclear war. They're not just playing
recklessly. They are arsonists, feverishly setting the World afire,
because
"they know that they have but a short time."
Jesus, The Son of God, in The Book of REVELATION, Chapter 12.
Who can forget the nuclear bomb stolen by Vice-Pres. Cheney,
from Minot Air Force Base, which is still missing to this day? Who
can forget Cheney's "Bomb-Bomb-Iran" joke? Who can forget the
Zionazi elite's "Sampson Option," wherein they state that if the world
turns against their savagery and bellicosity, they will, like Sampson
in the Book of Judges, destroy the whole World in a blaze of nuclear
fireworks.
And what is Alex Jones NOT doing, over the past many months?
He is NOT fingering some of the major culprits, such as Netanyahu
and his Likud Party maniacs who are plotting to blow-up Al-Aqsa
Mosque, as Texe Marrs has documented. That false flag attack
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will probably trigger nuclear World War III. Alex Jones does deserve
credit for hosting Curt Haskell last week, who exposed the Zionist
ruling elite as the likely perpetrators of the false flag Paris massacre,
which I and many others have been showing was a Netanyahu false
flag attack to intimidate the French government and other
governments from recognizing Palestine, AND to intimidate the French
and other governments from siding with the INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL
COURT, which is now charging Israel with war crimes for genocide
against the huge civilian population in Gaza. Have you forgotten the
news reports that Netanyahu has been fearfully lobbying the puppet
U.S. Government to halt the progression of criminal prosecution
against *himself* in the INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT? So, it
becomes clear that Netanyahu ordered the Paris false flag fake
massacre because of all his nuclear war-directed atrocities in Gaza.
The recognition of Palestine was a political trend that also grew
just before the World Trade Center attacks of September 11th, 2001,
of which Netanyahu was one of, if not the prime, conspirator.
Justin Raimondo of antiwar.com and Jonathan Elinoff, among others,
have documented the evidence for such an allegation. So, you can
see the hand of the Zionazi elite in both of these similarly motivated
false flag attacks, and in their brutal CIA/Mossad/Saudi (the Saudi
rulers and the Zionists are in collusion) war of terror, designed to
topple the sovereign governments of Libya, Syria, Yemen, Iran,
Iraq, etc.
Please go back and listen to the Alex Jones show, the third
hour of yesterday's show, Jan. 20th, and today's show (I think it was
the third hour), and listen to Dr. Jerome Corsi and Congressman
Walter Jones.
Also, Joyce Riley of The Power Hour and Dr. Paul Craig
Roberts deserve to be commended for their dedication to truth in
identifying the major culprits who are driving you and me, our
families, and the entire human race to our deaths by nuclear
incineration, nuclear winter, nuclear starvation, nuclear disease,
and nuclear leukemia.
Below, you will find such voluminous evidence, both in text and
in video presentations, that it would require many many hours of
study to assimilate it all, with all its embedded links within links
within links within links.
John DiNardo
Zionists Will Incite Hatred of Christians, Worldwide
http://tinyurl.com/ptpom45
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